
Should you take a Probiotic to stay healthy?
Our intestinal tract is populated by billions of microorganisms, with over 1,000 different
species of bacteria living inside us. ese microorganisms are known as the microbiome.
Recent science has shown that many different medical conditions alter the microbiome
communities within us, and these alterations may be important and have even been
hypothesized to be the cause of our ailing guts.

One noticeable change is the loss of diversity of species of bacteria in our gut today,
compared to 100 years ago. Can we do anything about this and maybe alter our gut bacteria
for the better and potentially improve our health in the process?

Here are some tips to keep your gut bacteria healthy:
• Minimize antibiotics and only take them if absolutely necessary. Taking antibiotics

inappropriately exposes you to many potential risks, without a benefit. 
• Fiber is your friend – eat a diet that is rich in fiber – meaning lots of fruits and vegetables.

Most research shows that diets rich in fiber will help to keep you healthy. 
• Avoid using antibacterial soaps and cleaning products. ese kill ALL bacteria

indiscriminately, both good and bad. ere is probably little benefit in killing all these
bacteria, and there is a potential harm. 

• Avoid probiotics, but eat foods that may have beneficial bacteria in them in moderation –
fermented pickles/cabbage, yogurts/kefirs,etc. Probiotics tend to be expensive and the
FDA does not regulate the quality or consistency.

• Reduce red meat in your diet, eat more fish.

“But I was told that taking a probiotic was supposed to
be good for you?”
e data on this is still unclear. If these are good for you, then which probiotic should you
take? Food supplements/Probiotics – is an unregulated industry so you can start producing
your own brand of probiotic tomorrow and no one would stop you. Studies do not show
that pro-biotics help reduce any specific symptoms or help with any specific condition, this
includes irritable bowel syndrome, constipation, acid reflux, or even infection with
clostridium difficile. At this point we do not have any good data to recommend any specific
probiotic, or how often to take one, for how long or – even if to take one at all. So, avoid
them and save your money! And with the money you have saved, buy fresh fruits and
vegetables, and a healthy-eating cookbook.
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